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WARNING - The information given by Strategic Global Fund is general information only and is not intended to be advice. You should therefore consider
whether the information is appropriate to your needs before acting on it, seeking advice from a financial adviser or stockbroker as necessary.
DISCLAIMER - The responsible entity for the Fund is One Managed Investment Funds Limited (ACN 117 400 987) (AFSL 297042) (“OMIFL”). The
information contained in this document was not prepared by OMIFL but prepared by other parties. All of the commentary, statements of opinion and
recommendations contain only general advice and have not taken into account your personal circumstances. This report contains general financial
product advice only. Any investment in the Strategic Global Fund or OMIFL products need to be made in accordance with and after reading the Product
Disclosure Statement (PDS) and Additional Information Booklet (AIB) dated 27 June 2019 available at www.sgf.com.au. Investors should consider the
PDS and AIB before deciding whether to invest in the Fund or continue to hold units in the Fund. The opinions, advice, recommendations and other
information contained in this report, whether express or implied, are published or made by JBS Investments Australia Holdings Limited (JBS) in good faith
in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation. Information is current as at 17 November 2020. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance. Limitation of liability: Whilst all care has been taken in preparation of this report, to the maximum extent permitted by law, neither JBS or
OMIFL will be liable in any way for any loss or damage suffered by you through use or reliance on this information. JBS and OMIFL’s liability for
negligence, breach of contract or contravention of any law, which cannot be lawfully excluded, is limited, at JBS’s option and to the maximum extent
permitted by law, to resupplying this information or any part of it to you, or to paying for the resupply of this information or any part of it to you.
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SGF October Monthly Update 
 
We don’t have much to add to the US election results other than a sigh of relief perhaps. Many 
market commentators feared that a Biden win would be terrible for markets (not market friendly) 
whilst others feared that a Trump win would not be good (unpredictable governance). In the 
end, perhaps the results of an event that the world knew was coming for four years was not 
enough to surprise anyone in the scheme of such a year of unpredictability.  
 
The current period is probably one of the greatest momentum markets since the dotcom bubble 
at the turn of the century. A momentum market is where the top performing stock in the 
preceding month is also the stock that does the best in the following month and so on and so 
on. Absent a dramatic change in business conditions which investors are slow to catch up with, 
this doesn’t usually make rational sense. After all, as the price rises, all things being equal, a 
business should be a less attractive investment than prior to the price rise. What we see today 
is a frenzy of share trading in the favoured parts of the market. There is a lot of FOMO (fear of 
missing out) as investors have chased stocks that, with the benefit of hindsight, would have 
been fantastic to have owned months ago (think Tesla, Nio or Zoom as examples). This 
behaviour does not typically tend to end well.  
 
Bubbles are, of course, not a new phenomenon. After the South Sea bubble burst, the UK 
Parliament was so incensed at the resulting losses that it sought to stop the scourge of stock 
market bubbles at the source - going so far as to ban the issuing of shares altogether for the 
next 105 years! 
 
There is always the question of whether this time is different? Answering this is made more 
complicated by the fact that a select group of companies are  reporting incredible growth . The 
question then becomes - how sustainable are the results? Is the super-charged growth merely a 
one-off event caused by consumers adapting to working from home in the pandemic that will 
pass as the pandemic fades. Or has there been a meaningful shift in behaviour that will last 
beyond the pandemic? The additional, and vital, question is what expectations the market has 
priced into the stock price.  
 
Many investors that had bought heavily into work from home champion stocks were forced to 
question their underlying assumptions behind these positions as positive news emerged 
regarding the vaccine trials. As news of more vaccines with strong results has come out, many 
of these very favoured (and expensive) businesses have declined as investors begin to 
contemplate a post-pandemic world.  
 
Portfolio holding Nautilus , a maker of exercise equipment, illustrates the investor’s dilemma in 
these circumstances. Nautilus has undoubtedly received a large boost from customers stuck at 
home buying its exercise bikes and treadmills. Its latest quarterly results showed an increase in 
revenue of 152% as compared to last year. Unfortunately, Nautilus happened to report results 
just as Pfizer released its positive vaccine news. This caused Nautilus’ shares to decline from 



around $27 back to near our average purchase price of $20 as investors bailed out of a range of 
companies that they viewed as likely to suffer a decline in demand from a widespread vaccine.  
We have a more long term and positive view of the company’s prospects. At the current price, 
Nautilus trades at around 10x its forward earnings, in contrast to growth market darling Peloton, 
which trades closer to 270x earnings. The reason for the valuation difference is that investors 
are excited about the recurring subscription revenue Peloton generates from its subscribers, 
who pay each month to get access to fitness classes from online instructors. Nautilus has an 
enticing value proposition as the maker of the cheapest good quality connected exercise bike 
which can still subscribe to the Peloton app. Nautilus is currently in the process of rolling out its 
own app, known as JRNY, which the market is yet to meaningfully price in. Although the stock is 
mispriced on a normalised basis in our view without taking into account the potential of JRNY, 
any additional earnings from its digital subscribers could lead to a significant repricing upwards 
of Nautilus’s earnings multiple.  
 
 


